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Harvestworks Digital Media Arts
Center

[May 16] VoxNovus 60×60 Surround Sound Works
Vox Novus and Harvestworks invited
composers and sound artists to submit
recorded works as 5.1 audio 60 seconds or
less in length to be included in a special
60×60 project collaboration in New York
City. We received over 160 submissions,
and present the finalists in an event at
Harvestworks’ multichannel TEAMLab
listening space.

[May 16] VoxNovus 60×60 Surround Sound Works
Curated by Hans Tammen
Friday, May 16, 7pm
Admission: FREE
Location:
Harvestworks
596 Broadway, #602 | New York, NY 10012 | Phone: 212-431-1130
Subway: F/M/D/B Broadway/Lafayette, R Prince, 6 Bleeker
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60×60 is a one-hour-long show made by sequencing 60 pre-recorded pieces by 60 different
composers, each piece a minute in length or shorter. A unique collaboration between
VoxNovus / Robert Voisey and Harvestworks in New York City to create a 5.1 surround sound
mix, this 60×60 presentation will be premiered at Harvestworks’ multichannel TEAMLab
listening room. See the list of works below!
Every one-minute piece will be played continuously without pause. Each of the 60 pieces will
begin precisely at the beginning of the minute, this will mark the end of one piece and the
beginning of another.

A word from the curator
Setting out to assemble one hour of music from the breathtaking range of submissions we
received, it became clear that I had to approach the task in the same way I would create a
composition. Does it have a beginning, middle and end, and possibly multiple movements? Is
it organized in a non-linear or abstract way, perhaps by algorithmic means? (Organizing it in
alphabetical order would been a simple example of algorithmic organization.) Or could I
simply create sections by grouping all the pieces that are similar in style, instrumentation (we
got swamped with works using synthesis), or even the way the composer handles
spatialization?
I opted for a more traditional, narrative approach,
constructing the piece with a beginning and an end in
mind. In fact, the “bookends” were the first pieces I
chose. I then squeezed several movements in between
those two bookends, some movements morphing
smoothly into the next, others sharply contrasting those
before or after.
Finding the right combinations took time. Whether I was
looking for contrast or for a smooth transition, the
ending of one piece determined what I was looking for
in the next piece. I have to admit that I cheated a few times when it came to pieces that were
shorter than 60 seconds. Instead of starting at 0’00” and adding the silence at the end (as we
announced we would do), in some cases I added silence at the beginning to make the flow to
the next piece more organic and natural.
Sadly, I had to reject many a good work because it simply didn’t fit between other chosen
pieces. I remember spending more than half an hour on one single piece alone that I couldn’t
find a spot for. Though I liked it a lot, however, it had a very peculiar beginning, that I was by
no means able to make work in conjunction with other pieces. However, since we would have
had to reject around 70 pieces anyway, I finally let it go.
Let’s talk about numbers here… we received 160 submissions, around 30 we had to reject
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because they didn’t have anything to do with our call requesting surround sound works.
Robert & I divided the remaining 130 submissions into approx. 40 “yes”, 70 “maybe” and 20
“no” categories. As you can guess from my earlier explanation, the finalists were chosen from
all of those categories, because they worked well within their surroundings (pun intended).
So what do you hear during this one-hour show? There are the soft and almost inaudible
works, those that work more with pauses than with sounds. Field recordings, voices singing or
talking, acoustic instruments, electronics and analog synthesis – the latter often frantic
outbursts of sound mass. Some works you can dance to, some you can sing to, many others
not, although that’s up to you, of course. Some works will sound strangely familiar until you
realize they are a take on another famous work, I placed them in one of the “surprise” spots. I
don’t like to be too serious, so there are a couple of surprises in store for you, and maybe you
can spot them when you attend one of our presentations.
Since this exhibit is about multichannel sound, we chose a few works that are exemplary in
terms of spatialization of sounds, while most others employ these means in a more subtle
way. Everything you can do beyond stereo with 5.1 channels is there: 5.1, 5.0, 4.1 and 4.0.
There is even a 3.1 work, it does spatialization solely with the center and rear speakers.
If you are interested in artistic approaches to multichannel sound, come to one of our “5.1
60×60″ shows at some point, or listen to our Surround Sound DVD (yes, we’re producing a
DVD from it). You get a good overview over the various artistic approaches to multichannel
sound. As long as it fits within the 5.1 DVD standard: we can just drop the DVD in the mail in
case you’re interested in hosting this show on the other side of the planet. Of course, we need
to discuss other things beforehand, but still – the whole show fits on one DVD.
I have to thank Robert Voisey for giving me the opportunity to curate a multichannel 60×60
work for Vox Novus; our audio engineer Kevin Ramsay for working hard on assembling and
organizing all the works; Katie Sundsted creating all the text materials; Matt Fidler to
assemble the video that goes along with the audio showing the titles of the work and
composer’s names; and Nicholas Kiray for the logo. And of course, my most heartfelt thanks
go out to all the composers who submitted their works to us. It’s them who made this show
interesting and inspiring.
Hans Tammen, April 2014
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List Of Works
Composer

Work

Format

Guiseppe Gavazza

iSix

5.1

Chris Peck

Equal Time

3.1

Alejandro Casales

Adsem Varien

5.1

Andrei Branea

Electric Organisms

5.0

Tiago Morais Morgado

Pendulum

5.1

Xo Xinh

Contagion I

4.0

Vivek Karun

Beasts of the Wild

5.0

David Jason Snow

Steampunk Enema

5.0

Jenn Grossman

Submerged

5.1

Daniel Bartos

Lost In Heat – The Swell Season

4.0

Dafna Naphtali

Audio Chandelier: Fry

5.1

Robert Voisey

Harvest of Change

4.0

Rob Dietz

syn_entia – astor

5.1

Julien Poidevin

Mnémosyne

4.0

Samuel Hertz

ALX/Spanish Maiden

5.1

Josh Feldman

Orchid

5.1

Lorin Roser

Strange Attractor Blues

5.0

Enrico Francioni

Pluck!

5.1

Jamie Todd

Dis Assembly Line

4.1

Jason Hoffman

Sisyphus

5.1

Nathaniel Goossen + Kevin

Meraki

4.0

Cellphonia: Toronto

5.1

Ramsay
Steve Bull + Scott
Gresham-Lancaster
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Matt Fidler

Working Apartment

4.0

Nicolas Marty

Sephiroth

5.1

judsoN

Closed-circuitry for Violoncello and Harmonics

5.1

Mike Boyd

invasion/symbiosis (III)

4.0

Hans Tammen

Bowed Styrofoam #3

5.1

Bit.Seq~ (Fred Feeney)

17 (Waltz)

4.0

Ariane St.Louis

Crickets Gone Wild

5.0

Richard Garrett

November

4.0

Mary Simoni

quotations from questions that tempt the sleeper

5.1

Andrew Levine

BRAC-CRAS

5.1

Claudi Meneghin

Cuckoo-Rag Fugue

5.0

Ian Corbett

Steak, With a Side of Pie. Key Lime Pie.

5.0

Serban Nichifor

Chat Sonification On A Theme By Stefan
Trausan-Matu

5.0

Tim Fodness

Untitled Suggestions (Untitled #2)

4.1

Jason Bolte

Dreams

5.0

Blake Degraw & Jeff

42”18”

5.1

Daniel Neumann

Off Hours

5.1

Jeremy Van Buskirk

Counter-Motive II

5.0

Yuri Spitsyn

Rhythmiconians Minutely

5.1

Maggi Payne

Space60

4.0

A. P. Vague

#92

5.1

Arnold Brooks

Rain in July

5.1

Jörg Lindenmaier

Vivax

5.0

Buddy Lorentz

Gymnopedie Minus 1

4.0

Steve Reinthal

In Spring Time

5.1

J Sohn

An Intricate Moment

5.0

Cody Ranaldo

Riff x 5

5.0

Anderson
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Hull, Pacific, and Manifest

Outboard

5.1

Josh Simmons

blue god hum gently fractures back of skull
melting away duality (2013)

5.1

John Ferguson

birds singing ah urgh

5.1

Samuel Pellman

Resolve

4.0

Simon Belshaw

Music Machine 31

4.0

Mike McFerron

30 Bars of Sound

5.0

Jaeseong You

Remix2_Dance Music 08

5.0

Douglas DaSilva

Carqueja

4.0

Patrick Pham

Sabotage

4.0

Lorenz Erdmann

Mare Belualis

5.1

Jamez Dean

This Is The End

5.1

John Kehoe

Once Was

5.1
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